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Comparison of Laser Models 
Not a tion. 
In this report the following notations will be used: 
where [ ] denotes concentration and R is a pertlouride radical, I is iodine, I* is an excited 
state of iodine, and p is the photon density. 
Oscillatory Model. 
for the simulation of the iodine laser operat ion 
The following is the unscaled version of the time varying chemical kinetics equations 
The above equations are solved subject to the initial conditions 
z1 (0) = P t (3.5816) and x;(O) = 0, i = 2, ...j 7 
1 
where P is the pressure in torr. The above systein waa solved using a variable step siee 
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg alogorithin. The figures 1.1 through 1.4 illustrated a typical set of 
solution curves to the above system of differential equations. Note the violent oscillations 
which occur during start-up of the laser. These oscillations require that small Ytep sizes 
he taken during the nuiiiericrtl integration process in order to achieve some desired degree 
of accurracy. The numerical method beconies unstable and the results are meaningless if 
too large a step siae is selected. This is not an uncoininon situation in trying to numerical 
solve cheniical kinetic systems of equations. 
Nonoscillatory Model. 
The inversion tern [I*]  - $[q = 55 - fx6 which occurs in the rmUs term as well as 
the equations which define the rate of change of [PI = x5 and [q = 216, is the term which 
causes the oscillations in the nonlinear system of coupled ordinary differential equations. 
Under quasi-steady stake conditions we set the rate of change of this terni equal to aero. 
That is we require that 
- d ([PI - $4) = 0 
dt 
and then solve for rmUz which is then relabled as (r,,,),, . We find that 
Initially the rmaz term is removed from the above equations as it is assumed to be initially 
zero. As time increases, 11'1 and [q build up and when the threshold condition is met we 
have 
Here it is assuined that steady state conditions have been achieved and gains balance with 
losses. The abave steady state value is subsituted for rmot. In this way the ocillatory 
character of the solution is removed and the integration can be made to proceed at a much 
faster rate. The results from this second nonoscillatory model were generated by L.Stock 
and are presented in the figures 1.5, 1.6. Observe how the oscillatory character of the 
solutions h a  been removed. Also, as a check on the model, the values of the power output 
were coinpared for both models and both values were found to be in agreement. The figure 
1.7 lists the values of the reaction rate coefficients used in both models. 
Currently there are four niodels for the simulation of an iodine laser. These models 
can he described by: 
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1. A time dependent model which is given by the above set of coupled nonlinear differ- 
ential equations which describe the chemical kinetics at a fixed point as a function of 
time t. 
2. A quasi-steady state model whereby the rnlaz tenn is replaced by its steady state 
value. This model is also a time dependent niodel with much faster integration times. 
3. A noncompressible niodel which solves the above system of differential equations as 
a function of distance z along the axis of the laser tube. This model is characteriaed 
by substituting a material derivative in place of the time derivatives in the above 
differential equations. For an assumed steady flow, we make the substitutions: 
and assume that $f = w is a constant. The time dependence is removed by assuming 
steady state values. Problems of stiffness arise in the numerical integration of this 
system. 
4. A compressible flow laser niodel which solves the above system of differential equa- 
tions with the material derivative replacing the time derivatives. In addition to these 
equations there is added: (i) a continuity equation (ii) an equation of state (iii) a 
momentum equation and (iv) an energy equation. 
The figures 1.8 illustrates power vs beam radius which was obtained from the model 4, 
above assuming a parabolic velocity profile. The figure 1.9 illustrated power YS reflectivity 
for various pumping distances along a 45cm laser tube. 
Current research is being directed toward; 
1. Parameter studies using the compressible flow laser model. 
2. Development of a two paas amplifier model. 
3. Solve system of equations describing operation of high powerhh iodine MOPA (Master 
O~. . , ! !k?r  h%er  L4xp11!ler). Thee quatiorid we derived from the h t a - N o d v i k  
Amplifier theory. 
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TABLE 1. - Reaction rate coefficients and their associated reactions for 
the lasant n-C 
t ime cons+Ant 
along with the parameters used to  modify the optical 
LasGnt 
Rzacdont 
R + I* - RI 
R + I - . R I  
R + R d R ,  
R + R I * R , + I  
R + I, - R I  + I  
I* + I + m - I ,+  RI 
I* + I + 1: -8 I, + I, 
I + I + I, * I,+ I, 
I' + I, - I + I, 
I + I + Rl * I, + RI 
I' + RI - I + RI 
n-C3FJ 
Symbol 
U 
Reactlon Rat8 Coef flclen t 
(cm ">/see 
,5600 X 
.23M x ld='* 
-2600 X lo-'' 
.3000 X 
.0000 x 10- 
,3200 X lod2 
.8500 X Id4' 
.8000 X loJ1 
.zoo0 x 10-13 
.1900 X 
.3800 X lo-= 
1 .oooo 
.OOQO 
Fig. 1.7 Table I. Reaction Rate Coefficients 
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